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Q and A for the Manitoba Garden Centre sector

Downy Mildew- What to do?
For those who had Impatiens in their product line-up last

IN THIS ISSUE

year, you either experienced or were well aware of the
impact Downy Mildew did or could have on this
exceptionally radiant and beloved species. Nonetheless, for

DOWNY MILDEW- WHAT

those who did experience it, it was often too late to do

TO DO?

anything about it by the time it was diagnosed.
For those growing Impatiens this year, a preventative
approach that includes Canadian registered fungicides is the
best, and really the only way to prevent Downy Mildew from

PREDATORY MITES- BEST

destroying your Impatiens crop.

PRACTICES

However, the preventative approach involving fungicides
must begin very early in the growth stage and continue
throughout the crop cycle.

NO HELICOPTER? DO
If you are interested in knowing more please get in touch.

YOU SPRAY TREES OR
KOOL-RAY?
QUICK IPM REFRESHER
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Predatory Mites- best pratices

For those who use various predatory mites as part of their bio-control pest management
program, proper introduction into your crop plays large part in how successful your biocontrol program is.
See this article for further information;
https://www.growertalks.com/Article/?articleid=25126

No helicopter?
Do you spray trees or Koolray?
Are you challenged with spraying into the
canopy of your trees or applying Kool- Ray to
your greenhouse? If so, you know how
expensive some of the equipment to do so can
be, including helicopter's!
https://youtu.be/RbuSPgt-6Bg

Even Spray is now supplying a carry around
tree sprayer the intake line of which,
depending product being applied, can be
directly inserted into your spray tank or a
tub of pre-mixed product which can then be
sprayed under high pressure up to heights of
30 feet. https://youtu.be/gtkuQf5jDFw

IPM refresher

With all this talk about diseases and pests and the reality that if you are a greenhouse grower you will need to
manage for pests and diseases, now may be a good time for a quick refresher.
https://youtu.be/gAxOQwtTf8w?t=11

